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Among the native peoples of Mesoamerica, the
Mixtecs are typically not afforded the same level of
attention as are societies such as the Maya or Aztecs
(or their contemporary descendants within various
Maya groups and the Nahuas, respectively). This is
unfortunate because the pre-Columbian Mixtecs
were a vibrant civilization with deep roots. They
created native kingdoms, a writing system manifested
most splendidly on screen-fold codices, and excep-
tional adornments of gold and turquoise mosaic—in
fact, many pieces in museum collections and catalo-
gues listed as “Aztec” were likely fashioned by
Mixtec artisans. The Mixtecs live on today in
Mexico primarily in their homeland region (the
Mixteca), located in Oaxaca and parts of adjacent
states. They are also a prominent migrant group in
the Mexico City metro region and in different parts
of the United States. As a graduate student I occasion-
ally heard Mixtec being spoken on the bus in Los
Angeles or while driving through California’s
Central Valley, where migrants would transmit mess-
ages home through a multilingual radio program (see
also Fox 2006).
To capture both the roots and sustained trajectory
of a longstanding group such as the Mixtecs is an
ambitious undertaking, achieved to great success in
The Mixtecs of Oaxaca: Ancient Times to the
Present. The book represents a synergistic coupling
of an emeritus ethnohistorian (Ronald Spores) and a
more junior, but still veteran, archaeologist (Andrew
K. Balkansky), who together represent close to a
century of research experience in the Mixteca. As
part of The Civilization of the American Indian
Series from the University of Oklahoma Press, it exem-
plifies many of the best qualities of Americanist
anthropology in following what the authors term a
“convergent methodology” that combines varied disci-
plines and sub-disciplines to consider a cultural
sequence that spans over three millennia. The book
is divided into two parts: The Mixteca in Ancient
Times and The Mixteca in Spanish Colonial and
Modern Times. Given the primary interests of the
JFA readership, in this review I emphasize Mixtec
archaeology, presented primarily in part one, but
I also discuss what I consider to be the strengths and
weaknesses of the entire volume, including how his-
torical texts and ethnographic studies inform archaeo-
logical reconstructions of the past.
Part one consists of four chapters. The first intro-
duces the Mixteca as a cultural and geographic
region, and outlines the methods and foci of the
volume. Among areas of highland Mexico that wit-
nessed prehispanic urbanism, the Mixteca stands
apart ecologically in its absence of large plains, lake
basins, or river valleys as are seen in central Mexico,
the Valley of Oaxaca, and the lake regions of west
Mexico. The highland portions of the Mixteca are
divided into the central and eastern Mixteca Alta,
which is cooler and higher (ca. 1,650–2,500 masl)
and considered more “nuclear” to the development
of Mixtec civilization, and a warmer north/northwes-
tern Mixteca Baja (ca. 750–1,650 masl). The Mixteca
Costa comprises hot and humid Pacific coastal plain
and slope, grading up to the highlands. Although the
Mixtecs (or Mixtecos) are the dominant ethno-linguis-
tic group of the Mixteca, other peoples inhabit the
region, and for the Mixteca Costa late prehispanic
codices and early colonial documents attest to
migrations and conquests that emanated from the
Mixteca Alta. A handy review of archives containing
such documents is provided in pp. 10–15. Many of
these describe in detail the small kingdoms of this pro-
tohistoric period, referred to by the authors using the
Mixtec yuhuitayu for their prehispanic incarnation
and the Spanish cacicazgo for their enduring albeit
transformed incarnation during Colonial era. This
community structure and facets of its governance,
landholding, and urban and economic organization
are outlined at the end of the first chapter, and are
continually returned to throughout the volume,
particularly in Chapter 3 and Chapter 6.
Ethnohistoric details, such as the fact that Mixtec
women could assume positions of leadership and
control significant wealth and property [p. 27], or
how farmers organized a productive system of cross-
channel terrace farming called coo-yoo (Mixtec) or
lama-bordo (Spanish) [p. 30], provide examples of
documented cultural models for interpreting the
mute archaeological record. One minor error is
that the edible plants chia and amaranth are conflated
on p. 18 [and again on p. 108]. The Mixtecs, and
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contemporary health-food connoisseurs, would recog-
nize the oily seed of chia as different from the grain
amaranth.
Chapter 2 (The Rise of Mixtec Civilization),
Chapter 3 (The Pre-Hispanic Mixtec Kingdom—
Yuhitayu), and Chapter 4 (Mixtec Culture before the
Conquest) contain the bulk of the book’s content on
the prehispanic Mixtecs and the most archaeological
data, gradually making way for ethnohistory in the
fourth chapter. Chapter 2 draws largely from regional
survey and excavations undertaken by Balkansky, but
is also synthetic and reviews results from other pro-
jects, especially those of Stephen Kowalewski and col-
leagues (2009). Regional settlement changes are
depicted graphically through a series of maps in
Chapter 2 and Chapter 3. The amorphous black
stains on the maps representing settlements more accu-
rately convey the dispersal of people on the landscape
than do the symbols of different shapes used in earlier
survey maps. Yet the digital-terrain models that serve
as base-maps are of relatively low resolution and
could convey actual topography more realistically if
higher resolution files were substituted. No map of
Late Formative settlement is provided, so the impor-
tant early urban center of Monte Negro is not desig-
nated, and aerial photos using Google Earth
imagery lack a scale.
These caveats notwithstanding, the demographic
changes registered through comprehensive archaeolo-
gical survey are central to understanding diachronic
change. Population appears to have increased signifi-
cantly during the Middle Formative period (ca.
900−300 B.C.E.), with a total population for the
Mixteca Alta estimated in the tens of thousands,
meaning the area would have been as densely settled
as the most populous parts of central Mexico [p. 47].
The authors note that coo-yuu terracing is likely to
have begun in this period. This intensive farming tech-
nique and related high populations continued through
the 16th century C.E., with an estimated 1,000,000−-
1,500,000 residing in the three Mixtecas as a whole
on the eve of the Spanish Conquest [p. 256]. The
authors cogently consider urbanization of the Late
and Terminal Formative periods (ca. 300 B.C.E.−200
C.E.) as an autochthonous process, yet one that
occurred on a macroregional scale with close inter-
relations with other urbanizing macroregions of
Mesoamerica. Key cases of the later Formative are
reviewed in Chapter 2 [pp. 52–68], whereas those of
the Classic period are covered in different sections of
Chapter 3.
The specific organization of prehispanic Mixtec
urbanism and state governance (the yuhuitayu) is
the subject of Chapter 3 but permeate subsequent
chapters as well. A key assertion made by the
authors is that: “The Mixteca’s protohistoric form
of state was in place at least 1,200 years before the
Spanish Conquest,” meaning the Early Classic
period or earlier [p. 80]. Protohistoric Mixtec states
of the Late Postclassic and contact era were small
kingdoms characterized by modest territorial
control and intraregional competition driving the
waxing and waning of their influence relative to
one another. An exception was the Coastal
Mixteca polity of Tututepec, which controlled a
large state or small empire during the Early
Postclassic period, beginning perhaps in the 11th
century C.E. During the Late Postclassic period,
large portions of the Mixteca were incorporated
into the Aztec Triple Alliance Empire, a level of
external influence that does not appear to have
characterized earlier periods. The authors note that
during the Classic period there was no single domi-
nant center, such as Teotihuacan in the Basin of
Mexico or Monte Albán in the Valley of Oaxaca.
Instead, the Classic period Mixteca featured
“dozens of ‘mini-Monte Albáns,’ sometimes three
or four simultaneously occupied centers in a given
valley [p. 75].” Contacts between these macroregions
are clear, but not the political subordination of the
Mixteca by one of the larger Classic period states.
Even during the Late Postclassic period of Aztec
imperial tax and tributary control over certain
areas, the authors observe little archaeological evi-
dence for an imperial administrative infrastructure
[p. 97]. The authors also note that viewing the
Mixtec archaeological record in light of ethnohisto-
ric sources underscores points of disjuncture in the
size and historical importance of certain sites, since
some mentioned in texts possess modest archaeologi-
cal remains whereas some large sites go unmentioned
in the extant historical corpus.
Keeping these potential mismatches between the
archaeological and historical records in mind, the
reconstruction of protohistoric Mixtec culture by
Spores and Balkansky in Chapter 4 relies on a judi-
cious coupling of material remains and documentary
sources. They note that subsistence technology was
generally simple yet highly productive. Property was
held largely by noble estates, particularly the best agri-
cultural lands. The authors discount the importance of
corporate groups as an intermediate scale of social
organization analogous to the well-documented cal-
polli (“big house”) of the Aztecs [pp. 118–119], pro-
posing instead that the social institution often
considered a Mixtec counterpart, the siqui, was a
spatially bounded subunit of a large settlement,
consistent with terms such as neighborhood or
barrio. They characterize Mixtec religion as “basically
animatistic” in being focused more on forces, spirits,
ancestors, and cycles, rather than deities
[pp. 128–129], and draw another contrast with the
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Aztecs in the greater emphasis on deities in Aztec
religion [p. 138].
Part two also features four chapters and the first two
present nice parallels with chapters in part one.
Chapter 5 (The Great Transformation) describes
changes of the Colonial period that could be compared
to the autochthonous cultural evolution described in
Chapter 2, while Chapter 6 (The Colonial Mixtec
Kingdom−Cacicazgo) hones in specifically on the
question of urban and political organization, as with
Chapter 3. In discussing the system immediately
following the Conquest whereby prominent conquista-
dores received grants of labor service (the encomienda)
the authors note the adaptation by the Spaniards of a
system originally designed for the Caribbean, where
no native empires existed, to regions already incorpor-
ated into imperial structures: labor was allocated fol-
lowing existing administrative units and also involved
tax/tribute in goods [pp. 144–145].
Many elements of the prehispanic political
economy therefore continued, but the Colonial trans-
formation included a revolution in the secondary pro-
ducts of three animals central to the newly created
global economy: silk from silkworms, wool from
sheep, and the red dye called cochineal from the
scale insect Dactylopius coccus. Whereas the first
two represented Old World imports, the last was a
native industry that boomed in several parts of
Mexico as a superior natural dye introduced to a
global market. Although few economic benefits
trickled down to the common classes, and much of
the native social order was maintained, the authors
see the transformation to the Spanish colonial order
as generally one of accommodation by the Mixtecs,
who did not organize an effective resistance
[pp. 160–161]. They write: “The Spanish Crown,
although obviously committed to the economic
exploitation and ideological conversion of native
peoples, was also concerned with governing them
well and seeing to their welfare [p. 167].” In contrast
to the imperial control strategies imposed by the
Spanish on the former native cores of the Aztec
(Triple Alliance) and Tarascan (Purepecha) empires,
the Mixtecs were permitted, and even encouraged,
to maintain certain elements of prehispanic govern-
ance. This is one of the reasons why the authors
argue that close parallels between the prehispanic
yuhuitayu and the colonial cacicazgo can be drawn,
and they discuss the archaeological implications for
earlier periods of Colonial period patterns of dynastic
succession and the waxing and waning of populations
and their labor to different urban centers [p. 186].
The final two chapters focus on the Mixtecs as part
of an independent Mexico and in modern times. In
illustrating how identity (ethnic or otherwise) is situa-
tional, the authors note that Mixtecs migrants will
tend to recognize some larger sense of affiliation, but
that within the Mixteca affiliation is primarily with
local communities [p. 222, 232]—again, likely a deep
legacy of millennia of political balkanization. The
recent diaspora of Mixtecs to the U.S. is covered in a
brief section of the last chapter [pp. 228–235], which
could have been lengthened somewhat to emphasize
their status as a contemporary American Indian
people.
The authors conclude with some astute observations
on the deep history of the Mixteca and on methods of
convergence between archaeology and ethnohistory.
For the first, they comment: “This was a culture of
small things: small valleys, small cities, towns and vil-
lages, great art in miniature…Even the political system
consisted of a vast network of small states [p. 238].”As
to this last point, covered so thoroughly in the study, a
more ecologically deterministic stance on the nature of
the yuhuitayu would be that the rugged terrain of small
valleys fostered small polities, yet the authors consist-
ently emphasize cultural and historical factors instead.
They note how difficult inferences of the past drawn
from the present can be, but that when done carefully,
with multiple complementary lines of information, it
will lead to the richest possible long-term history of
a people [p. 236]. It is in this undertaking that The
Mixtecs of Oaxaca is a major success, with a pairing
of history and prehistory that should be emulated in
other culture areas of the globe.
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